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What Can Anisa Do for Children?
A

We beliave that ,the- greatest gift a?child can receive is the

opportunity Co become a competent learner. It is the greatest gift 't

because from it comes the ability to 'take full advantage o4 all

other opportunities life may bring. And if life brings.few 'eppor-
.

,....;--tunities and many problems, there need be little content. A compe-
...s

tent learner knows Wow to work-through problems and how to create

.
opportunities for himself and 'others.

How isthis,greatest of gifts made vailable to children?

The Anisa Model is designed to bestow' that gift. It is f

scientifically-based educational system that fosters each child's

.

natural love of learning' and helps him to become a confident and
.,

productive human being. If a child loves 'to learn, it stands to
4

.reason that he will be attracted to)learning opportunities, and
6

will thergfore enjoy takig on responsibilities that require new

0,

learning. Problems and the challenge of finding their Solutions

will interest hie. With this attitnde.toward learning he will con-

tinue to devilop and $row throughout bis life.

Being an effective and competent learnerimeans knowing how to

O

learn. Yet, how to `learn isi4self something that has to be learned,

'

but it is rarely taught insc ools. A traditional curriculum em-

phasizes what to learn, rather han now to learn; what'to see or hear,

not hbw to see and listen; what o think, rather than how to think;
oy.

what to feel, but not, how to feel; what,to strive for, rathet than how

0
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'The Ahisa cutrieulum empha*izes the how8 as Well as the

whats. *-.. . D.

Adding the 'hows' to the. traditional curriculum makes the Anisa

Model comprehensive and ensures the development of the whole child,

rasher than just that part of"his development concerned with the

memorization of facts. Although, it is certainly important,,learning.

includes far more tha'n'memorizlng different kinds of inf6rmatron,

and in schools *based on the Model, othet kinds of learning are

I,
cultivated as well.

The Model identifies five basic categories of learning. The

-
part of the curriculum that'deals with the development of learning

,

competence is, organized,iaround these fiye'catepries.'
0

.
. ,,..,.

1. Learning how to move and gain maximum control over the
*

voluntary muscles. This form of learqing is essential to many iNpor,

tant fiuman activities such as,riding a bicycle, playing the violin,

writing, or performing sirgery. The expert use of tools and the

operation of machinery depelidonthis. kind of 4earning.

2. Learning how to perceive. Development of tile sensesseeing,

)hearing, smelling, tasting and touching - -is' important to'all other

forms of learning. Through proper training,children can increase

their efficien7 in processing information taken in through the -senses

and can learn to,make use of it to the hest advantage.

iearning how to think clearly. There are many' kinds of

thinking emphasiked in the Model, especially problem- solving through

-2-
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the use of logical, reasoning. It is given emphasis because no child

cangain ipdepenaence nor canhe secure the best kind of employment

0 as `an adult.ifife,cannot identify and solve problems.

4. Learning how 'to exercise the will. This form.of learning'
.v

produces self-discipline and the ability to concentrate,or pay atten-'

tion. It inclUdes learning h o set goals, gow to initiate action

to accomplish them, and persevering dirdugh obstacles until they are

.
-Nachieved. Without this kind. of learning,'a child cannot bdcome a

productive, self-reliant, self-directed adult.

, 5: Learning how to'feel and respond emotionally to any situation

appropriately. To became human, a child must learn how to love

ancl how to be loved; how to cope with sadness and disappointment; how

, to manage anxiety; how to control angdr or jealousy. lifis,emotions

. .

need to be Organited so that he likes the things that further-his
. --.

development and dislikes things that do not. For example, learning

to love justice and honesty and to dislike injustice and dishonesty

will enable him to 1;:ie a morallyresponsible person whO keeps out .of

trouble and attracts friends who will fill.Social,needs in a benefi-

cia was.- When emotions are organized tW.,.4theay around, the

child feels that"injustice-and dishonesty are:acteptable..1 The stage

authority. The Anisa Model therefore does not-lOve the emotlonal

and moral dd;/elopilent of,the-thild up.' chance,,; treats it as

is then set for delinquency, ctime and disreapetdor legitimate

. .

. . , ..

:'"

Ste;

Co,

'`- '
'.'-..-

. ,.

I I t

an obligation of high priority. To di) otrieWiedj,is to deprive the

4: ..

child of a promising future .and a decent ,Tife

-3-
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A

Cdmplex skills such as"speeking, reading, waiting and mathematical

reasoning, All of which are given central. importance in the,Anisa Model,

..involve the. five kinds of learniig mehioned above. concentrating on
, ,

the 'haws' of learning first' enables each child to achieye the pre-

requites to theie skills as soon_as.possible, but in his own time.-
Pt

In this way children who are ready for learning the skills are not
. 7

1%* 0

,

held Ilk and those not yet.rpady can sill proceed at their own

Race without being made to feel that they have failed.

In summary, Anise can provide a comprehensive educational exper-

-,ience that will enable children to develop to their fullest poteri-

tial.

,

What Can Anisa Do for Teachers?;

. '
I .

, 4

.
The most important factor'in a_child's.effort to beeome a compe-

k ,
tent learner is having a,teacher who knows how to nurture,a love for

;

learning and who can teach all of 'the haws of learnin

Model incorporatea plan for the systematic and

The Anisa

horough training o

teachers in this new approach. With such training teachers'become

mc4e.effective learners and are better models for their students.

Eventually, they take their greatest satisfaction frOm watchini each

child beCome an independent and Competent learner, rather.ta in

;
covering so many pages of a textbOok by a certlain time. The cUrricu-

. lum of the Anise Model clearly specifies the educational objectives

thai lead to learning competence And outlines the principles thaemust
.

...
Z.

. .
, o

-4-
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4

guide t4 actions of the teachers and children if the'objeCtives are

ectives and the means of achieving

them,hav,c been formulated on the b sis of an analysis of a vast ,amount
,

1 .

of scientific research abort ha4"childven 4,earn and develop. The re-

search has been condensed, orgonized// 4ind presented in the form of

to be met. Both the educational 'ob

principles oE teaching and--tearning 4which can be understood and used.

Making use of such knowledge' by ap1)(4nc the principles relieves the

teacher of,many discipline problems ghd most of the difficultiei of

classroom management. Equipped withsUch knowledge and 'principles,

teachers are not bound toaspecitic 0.aces, materials, equipment, or

lesson plans. Instead, they are ftee to concentrate on the di nosis
4

of each child's needs and the prescription of educational experiences

1),
which meet those needs, and they can pteate settings appropriate to

each prescribed experience where every child can.Uorklalone or small

groups a his own pace, giving _exPtession to his ownAnterests anc0
e

preferences.
?

Anisa can also help teachers by, upgrading the'professibn through

excellence

lieve° that

of training and high certification standardg6 Since welbe-

teachers themselves must be competent, enthUsiastic, and

knowledgeable learners so' that they can model' the' /earning proces effec-

tively, .teacher preparation prOgrang ba4ed on the.Anisa
Modeln.

are

rigorousand demanding. They are, also individuelized so teachers can

progress through the training at their own pace. The emphasis is not'

on merporizing_wh4 is in a variety'of teXtbooks about teaching but in

knowing the, ModA's specific edtcational. objecCives and understanding'
,

S
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the principles necessary to help children achieve them. How to teach

in the new way is accomplished by teaching day after day under careful

supervision and by learning how to evaluate every act of teaching so.

that services toethe children and the profession.may be continually'

°

improved by the teachers
.

themselves.

The Anise approach to certification is straightforward. A

student who goes through a training program and is not able to teach

effectively is counselled into training for some other occupation and is

not given teaching credentials. In traditional systems it is possible

for students to receive "straight A's". in course work and become

certified even though they are incompetent as teacher , whereas others

might receive lower grades but be extremely effective in working

with children. To be certified in the Anisa system, a teacher

must have supe;ior knowledge of the subjec- ts .to be taught and must

know how to work with children so that the' become competent leanleis.'

.Certlfication and re-certification depend on a. demonstration of teach-

..
.

ing competence and Mnowledgp of subject matter and not simply.ori,the'
1

a*ccumulation of course credits.
.

' How Can Anise Help Parent?

Because of/the critical nature of pre -natal development and the

i .
'

. .-
.... .

first five years of life, the Anisa Model dncludes et program for parents
/ 1

.

that will enable them to provide their:children,with.gOod health and a

wholesome emotional psychOlogical environment.. '

.

.1

_ t c '
I

A -6-
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. Good nutrition is essentilif children are to develop strong

minds and bodies. Therefore the Anisa Model provides guidelines for
f

r
nutritional planning before conception

f
during pregnancy, and after

birth. Because the health of parents affects thewell-being of their

e*
child, it is also, impatftant for parents to acquire and maintain excell.

lent physical health.
1

4 1

Just as the nutrifon and health of the parents affects the devel-
%

'opment of the child's tiody,,so the emotional and psych4logical atmqs-

phere of tie home affects the development of the child's character.

It is vital that such attitudes and qualities as love.,-order, honesty,

trust, happiness, discipline, respect, and justice pervade the life

of the family. These qualities'have a strong influence'on a, child's

&

ability to learn because they determine what he.believes about him-

self.and how he will regard ,.the world and intterack with it.

. . 4
ReCogniziCg that parents are the most influential educators of

children, the Anisa Model provides a way to unite parents and the
&

soboOf into a single system of swport for the growth and Oevelop-
.

1

, m?ntjf the child. It inco O ates a home-based educational Pro ra m
5 4). o. _ _- _--

0 A
which begins 4 birth and continues through the elementary school

...

A i /
years. When a child enters 'sChool,

!

activective participation of ,

i
parents in his education continues. In this way, discontimlities be-

i .

tween the experience of home and schoollare avoitded and the transition
: ..."

into the formal educhtional setting is smooth and easy.

EXperieve has shown that parents who have an organized approach

.. r-
-7-
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to rearing children based
t'

on knowledge of human development, who-take
4

the need for good utritionand exercise seriously, and who can create

the proper psycholo/gical environment in their homes will have a succqss
,

fill and happy family life. They enjo4 child rearing, feel confident

in coping with troubles and difficulties, and develop a urglesomeAre
. f

lationship with their' children that lasts throughout t eir lives. .

.
How. Can &Lisa Help the Community?

,

A community providing an educational systei :t enables,its

c. I 1
children, to become competent learners builasthd rongest possible

A
foundations for the security and advancement,of suture gdnerations.

=,

.In such a community, the energies. of itSicitiz s will alw4s be.
n

4
? devoted to improvl,pg the quality of .life for veryone.

'4:

4
-4. 1,4 .°

Crime, .cCrime, illness, un ployment and, poverty } t

k

,i'"-,:,- .-:4'

.

ae among the mottSerious probleMs facing any community. While no

s hool system can.be expected to solve
( A

se problems by /self,. it
.

has the-obligatiori to assume a major dealing with them. The
-p

% ;'
.

Anise Model has been designed to 10 prevent thege prOblems from
I 1 .°- .

4

Jarising. When they do occur, ho eirer, it provides the.means fot
,

.,
.

deali4 effettively'with them n' collaboration with home and community
.

f

-
1

agencies.
A

Crime delinquen and mental illneSs have their roots in frus

anger,,a iety, and dilure--all of which cause the student to
.

strike out inst society oito withdraw into a fantasy world where no

'one can each him. 1One of the most common sources of frustration and

-g-
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f
failure for many children is a school. that neither fits them nor

ti

"*.

4.

...

A

serves theist needs. ,Children kepllin guchea-situation kave Xbeir
. /*. I

love of learning destroyed and come to hateschool,teachers, and
.

.

school pdminlistrators; They have fib chance,to'develbi-/qood'Work'
;

* V

0 4. f
..

ilhabits and important qualities likd dependability, responpiiity,
:I.-4 , 1\ ,1

and respect] for legitimate authority. y. Instead,'they'feel rejecte

unwanted-, and mistreated. They have little confiddnee in themia,lves

and not Much hopefor,a hItte )future. Under these circumstances; they

\ have no alternative to dTopping'out, The same lirobleMs th4t lead

1

to drgpping but, make finding and ikeeping\:a job unlikely. Unemploy-

ment and pbverty foll ow.- If no.help is'forthcoming, crime, ment

illness, drug addiction; and alcoholism are almost inevitable.: helke,

problems also guarantee the instability of marriage and home life.
4

0,
5

When the neat generation ins hdrn,:the Atcycle repeats itself. The
0 ,

,

Anisa Model function as an affective intervention.in the-cycle 'by

, . ,

addressing the root causes, of these social prohlets. .

-.:.

'A community needs more than'A-remedy for its `most serious progitms.
A

.It also requires an enlighted cieizenry,'willing and.dble to partici- -.

7.

pate inse]kgovernmen; so that the affairs-of the community can be

,

managed to the 'benefit of all. Children in Anisa *school's are taught
144-- : -4

the nature of jn'Stice and the function o4 law in the maintenance of

*social ordek. Theyare also trained'4Kom the earliest years in the,y-

skills of grow) decision=making--shills which are essential tot.he
..,,

effective operation'of government on tll levels: ,

.,, .

0
, \

.
1 '

.'

s
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In our view', it is foolhardy to continue believing that social
- -

problems will go away if we give them short - term,' superficial treat-

dent. Nothingthort of a systemic transformatiOrt of the basic social

ingtttutions

this reo§on,
#

O

/ .
.

which create and sustain the problems will work. For

. -.

we helitve th4u*the comprehensive eduCational program

- .

. .

represented by the Anisa Model can,nRer.time, make a significant con-

-
-- -

,

tribution
o

the stability of ,community life 4nd help it bring, into
,

?
.

being a better ffAture for everyone.

.r.

7

t'

1,

;,
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d/1What M (es Anisa Different from Other Educational Systems?
,

, ,

Many features of the Model that make,it different from other educe-
..

.

),0

tional systems have already' been discussed. These cOmbintd with other

....
s) .

distinctive features presented in,the following paragraphs 'support' the

. .

-claim that the Anisa Model is die most comprehensive plan for educational'
f,, ' ,,,

.

'

erenewal in exietence today. . .

An Explicit Philosophical lase.' Anisa is based on a philosciphy,

that recognizes man as a spiritual as well as a physical being whos

capacity for development is liTitless. By spiritual we mean that man

had a consciousness that makes him aware of unknowns, such as his
)

own future,'which,he'has to approach on faith,. Faith is'tye ability

to deal,with unknowns by making assumptions, developing plans,and'

formulating ideals all; of wMidh can guide actiOh,inj.the facel:Of the
n

,

unknowns. 'Man ig.unique not becaise ha,reacts to physical forces but

. .
. . .

because-he is responsive to assumptions, ideals, plans, aspirations,
,' . -

.

_,,

hopes, and a sense of ,purpose which he'himself.can create. Furthermore,

6 he is addowed with the capacity for articulate speeCh'ancOthe ability
C

t t

A \ . r
z 4 I to make use of syMbols to, record and commu icatg information. Such

11,

4

"

attributeS'make' him different from animals; they give him th-power

,

..to talce. an active part in paping his own character thereby detdi--,

- I,

mining his,own destiny.
.

,

The chardcter of a dtild'iP shaped by his experiences' and the
%., .

way he interirets the
/

se who,-,are;with children most of the time,

.
4. such as parents and teachers, have an awesome responsibility to make

',. certain that ,the experiences they piovide are developmentally sound'

.

66014--
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and'that'they-are interpreted in ways that support further growth.

From these ex periences comes the formation of att*rudes, values, ideals,,

and beliefs that make up the child s characret.'The Anisa Model, ex -. N

p-laii what of experiences'are required to fop ideals that 3411.
6

, 1

anfTuence the development of values; artitudes,and beliefs which, .in

turn,willsustaincontinuin,rowth grid development:' A child withouta

"idealsideals has no sense of future and nothing to strive,-for. Without a

sense of values he has no standards to apply-in making judgments.

Without belief or faith in his ability to cope with life's problems

and seize opportunities whe ey appear, he:will have little confi-

dente and take no initi tive in planning his life.
4

. The Anisa Mode thus holds that if education is to counter the
9 A

social ills which have brought us to the point of crisis in many.com-
1

iunities, -it must be based on a philosophy, that regards man as a noble.

creation capable of Continual development.

An Emphasis'on Moral Development. The Anisa Model provi'cles for
1

the moral instruction of children so that when they become adults .

they will help maintain order and unity in society while making

constructive efforts to change it to improve.the'quality of life

for everyone. Because cooperation isthe basis for democratic activity,

learning.howto work kffectively ir1 groups is stressed. The Model
,

upholds the principle of the oneness of mankind and the equality of

men and women and it affirms the necessity for racial and ethnicdiver-

sity within the classroom and t e community, Its Curriculum acquaints

children with the damaging nature of,prejudice and how to detect and

d themselves of it.'

-12-
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A Central Role for the Arts. Creativity is the ability to explore

Alossibilfilies and arrive at a different order or combination of things

A to oroduCe .something-new-;-'11M-afts proviarlitititsgt-rratural means by

which children can explore a rich variety ofilAssibilities and develop :

-pleir capacity for creativity and inventiveness. In addition, music,

dance, tgeatre,arts; poetry, and'the visual and plastic arts are the

greatest resources for developing learning competence; particularly in

the young child. .

The arts are lso important for other reasons. They are indis-

pensable in helping the child to understand order and the nature of

beauty.. Without a sense of beAuty, a child is deprived of a dimension

of meaning in his life necessary to the full development of his poten-

tialitiep. 4) .

A High Priority for Science. Children who are not educatedin the

sciences will not be equipped to participate fully in a modern, Indus-

trialized and technological society.. The Anisa Model-introduces at,

an early age the basic principles of scientific thought: causation,

.

hypothesis forniation and testing, logical thinking, measurement, and

mathematical reasoning. Scieli: not only plays an essential role in

guaranteeing our survival and improving the quality of life through

technology, it alsd provides 'a rational basis for'living and prevents

faith from degenerating into' superstition. Adults who have nOt been

trained in the fundamentals of scientific thought can easily become'

victims of their own superstitions. Lacking a well7trained mind,,they

can be manipulated bothers and easily pe?guaded to become involved

-13-
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in qffairs that lead to financial and personal difficulties&

'Guaranteeing Success and Avoidin& Failure. The formation of

ideals and soundvalues',.the appreciation of beauty, freedom from

superstition, and the development-of good cparac4Fr are all under-
.

mined by injustice. Perhaps one ofthe most subtle but pervasive
.

tforms o injustice
.

in the life of a
.

child is letting'him fail, making

f
.

,
1-

him believe it is his fault then punishing him for it.' How can
.

. .

this injustice be avoided? ' ,

i

The successful accomplishment of any learning task depends upon

,

certain' prerequisites. If a teacher sets a.learning task Ifor a child
.'.%,,

)when,he has not' yet mastred,its 'prerequisites, his faifUre is

guaranteed. Many children arg locked in systems that perpetuate

,
is destroyed jnd they'their failure. Their confidence as learners

. .

. .. ...; .

. _ come -to hate learning in school. A child who hates learning \..

suffers from a very serious disability. His feelings and
,

attitudet work against him. Things are made worse by blaming

him for failures he can do little about. The consequent-

frustration, guilt, and adxiety--allioo cpmmon in our schools °

..today--make lifemiserahle for millions of children. Such -

misery is a prelude to more serious difficulties and troubles.

In the Anisa system, creating the conditions for success while

avoiding failure,is a central feature. ..This is done by finding out

, what each child knows and what he can do.so that learning experiences

-14-
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,Ithat match his developmental needs can be prov ded.

Individualizing Instruction and-Learning, Because children develop

in different ways ai their own rates, the school that wants its students
1

-)
to succeed must treat them as individuals. Children have different

strengths that need building on and different weaknesses that need

attention. Tbe.learning experiences each child has must it his parti-

cular needs. Moreover, children work at different paces. In traditional
, (

'systems, this is often disregarded. .Children in the same clas*a-re

..'"
.

frequently required to begin and to stop Dorking on a task t the same
.

time. Some finish within the time allotted and gain a'sense f pccomp-
,. . .

.lishment.- Others do not'finish in time and are therefore

: frustrated because they did notLfinish their task. Yet, many slow
7 ,f r

workers are ore thorough 4nd in the long'run may be building a morel.

solid foUndation for future'learning. If, their efforts toiork

.thoroughly are undermined by the continual frustration of not being

r

able to finish, they may become indifferentto learning opportunities

and grow,to,dislike school. The Anise Model'individualizes instruc-,

tion so that each band can have whatever experiences, he needs,'

when he needs them, for as ong tes he needs..them. This'nurtures

4r

his love of learning and

learn.

k ps him'confidtnt in his ability to

0.

6Flexible Grouping. Age is one of themost misleading criteria
1 ,

for grouping children for instruCtionallpuiposed. If science has

established anything certain about the nature of human beings, it is
r.

0
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t1i4t they grow and devT op at different rates, both physically and men-t

tally. For example,'some children are ready to

age four. Others areNot ready until age sevens

children are - normal. T.Wxpect every child to r

grade) is unjusttiiable and a good manivchildren suffer because of it.

Alt

learn how to read at

Yet, both groups of

ead at age 6 (first

In,the Anisa system, children are grouped according.to their develop-
,

mental level rather than age. In this way children can work in groups

. . . . .

,
e ,,'

. . where they hav+he right amount of challenge. This approach creates
.
,

interest, alloids'failure, and gives them a sense of accomplishment out
1 4

/

of which confidence grows. I,t is important to note that.a child who

reads well may be very undeveloped when it comes to math or social

Skills. Thus a child. cannot -the assigned to the same group for all

'things. The formation of groups must iemain flexible'o that the:

needs-of all children who make up the grduprare served.

Children Teaching Children. Exp 'erience had shown that learning

,As.,consolidatedby teaching others. In the. Anisa systeM all children

consolidate

41inmount

so that the

their own lea'rning by teaching other' children for a cer-
4

of time each day.. On these occasions children are grouped

more experienced chiTixen help those with less experience.

Grading and Evaluation of Performance. Inmost school systems,

grades arenot a measure of a child's own progress based on his

awn efforts, They and partly determined by what,other ahildrehdo.

For example; a "B" .usually means the child,,is doing better-ihan'most

V

I t

of the others;,a "0" means he is 'doing worse. A grading system of

-16-
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this, kind is unjust fA the ohild/who slaits behindk and haVfarther to

go: Such a child may receive a "C" or "D" and yet work three tunes as
A

-
hard and make xwice,%as much progress as anotper whO recffiyei,an "A"

but makes little progress. -A grading system that ignores how much

effort is put forth and how much -Progress is-'made is undSgirable be-
.

cause it is unjust and discouraging..

.

Other types of gradi4 systems\
,,

. \
-

may use "S" for satisfactory and "U" for unsatisfactory. .4'his approach
,

-,1_,

); . ,,,
.s

is not very useful because it doesn't convey-enough infO tion on
,.,

which to base action for improving performance.

The durriculum of the Aniba Model soles the probIekby

selecting for each child specific objectives suitable for his develop-

,
, . k

mental level. He is then given feedback regularly do hoWhe is pro- ,

gressing, toward those objectives. The feedback is not, giV:en/In terms

of "good" or "bag determined by'a comparison ath how= thers are
1- -4-

doing, but inthe form of a detailed appraisal of progress with an

,
explanation orwla. the progress is good or Eta it is no This kind'

of evaluation enables the caid to.know what he needs;tOqdo to im-

prove.
Al, 2-:;* .

In the Anise syStem, teachalOdo not ask children to do things

.
.

---,over without giving them help and making,certain ther4U0erstand how
.-

-, c ,

_ 0 busyd why they need to be done over. Useless busy wor is avoided and
;.

every required task has meaning and purpose: This ap road). to-evalu=

aiipg performance, enables a child to appreciate high quality work

and eventually to demand it of himself.
J



Equalizing Educational Opportunity .

Many educators,Ad parents believe that the central problei facing

4

. educatioriisLhow_toiequalizh edu4ational opportunity. Although ftogress I

;

has, been made, no real solution is possible if educators continue to

1

believe that equality means maki4g things the same for every'child.
. 1

1
,

11
1

.
. , -i

Equalizing educational opportunity means providing experience's to meet

V '
,, i

the needs of each child and this, necessarily means'Athat they will be
ear

A. differenttfor different children, What,is opportune for Johnny is not
t. ,-

necessarily right for Josue; what Susie requires may not be good for

1 Michelle. The Anisa Model goes to he heart of the Problem and solves

it by providing the means for individu lizing learning by diagnosing

the child's developmental needs'and prescribing experiences that meet

'hem. This ensures the4_maximum possible proglpss for eviery child and

thus%qualizes opportunity for educational advancement.

IMplicit in the idea"c4 equal opportunity is the equality of4%

eCh4cational outcome. Under the individualized program of the Anisa

Mode, there will be considerable variability among individUals within

a given ethnic or racial group, but fto significant diffeiences between

the average performances of different racial or ethnic groups. It is,

only in the latter,senge that equality of.eaucationll outcome is a

legitimate expectation., To achieve it is mak justice a hallmark

of the educational system.

4

The Anisa Model regards justice in thekLational system as

the primary guarantor of each child's opportunity,to become a competent

learner. UltiMhtely, this greatest of gifts must become a common right

of all children

L-18-
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Over thirteen years of research, planning, and experimentation

were invested in the completfon of the,first phase of development )

of the Anise Model. During thii time experimental work:teacher
. .

. .

training activities,
,

and collecEion,of'data from the field Were com
0 0 t ". ..

binedvith ei?oreato develop fhe theoretical- framework-lof the Model.

Grants13f:nver $3 0,00 ft-6i the Office of Economic Opportunity sup-
,s-

ported earlytexpe mental end6avors,carried- out under theiauspices of%

the Institute for Research an Hyman Behavior at Iidiana State qniver-

sity. In 1969, ,$50,001i giant from the Massachusetts Advisory Council

, .

on Education to the
.

Center for the Study Of Human Potential, SchOol of

. 1 ,
..,.

Education, University of MassachUsetts, was used to study colpensatory

educatidn (primarily Title-I. ESEprogiards) in the Commgnwealth.

This study demonstrated that if the educttionallY6disadvantaged" a e

. ,

to be effectively se instriktion must be individualizedby jon-
1

\

cilttating onthe developmentof,the processes-underlying learning

competence. A $76M0 tra4ning and technical assistance grant from
ae

the Office of Child. Dey4opmenti Region I,- put staff members of the

! ;

Center,in touch with the needs and problems of Headstart children,

their parents and progremstaff. Such 'experiences in the fteld ere

an important inductive influence':on the development of the Anise

1'

Model.

,
.

The most productive pakiod in the formal development of. the Model'

. '
.

began in 1971 when the New
,

England Program in Teachet ucation, Dur

i, . _

New Hampshire, granted_$242,000 to the Center for th&Study of
t

'c.

'I

2
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Human Potential to complete the concepttialization of the Ana Model

and to initiate the development,of,a taacher preparation program based

on it.- A team of scholars comprised of faculty and graduate studen

was assembled to,tormalize and extfmd the philosophical basis of the

Model and to derive deductively from this basis a coherent body. of
1

theory codcerning AVelopkent, teaching, curriculum,,admiftstration.

and evaluation. These deductive formulations have been inductively

validated to the fullest extent possible by'the empirical findings

and promising theory accumulated by anthropological, sociological,

psychologiai and biologiCal sciences as th pertain to the growth

and development of human beings.

)

amplementation4of the Model in selected sites began in W3' with

the assistance_Cf grants from Title ESE4 funds through two school .

districts, brie in Hampden, Maind and the other in, Suffield,,Connecti-

'aut. Funds zere also received from the Office of Child Development

for a small pilot project two Headstart centers in Kansas City,

Missouri. Otherimplementation efforts have been supported by pri--
e

vate sources for private day care and child development .centers.

Implementation of the Model in these various sites represents

the, first effort to apply the Anise theory inpractice and initiates

a new andmore extensive.phase of development which will be debted

to full implementation of the Model, teacher preparation, research,

prOgrimevaluation, and refinement of the Model.

7

-20-
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A SUMMARY STATEMENT ON THE ANISA MODEL

The Anisa MOdel represents a comprehensive educational system
4

fgnctionally defined by specifications which insure its replicability,

evaluationc--and refinement. The specifications set forth educational

objectives pertaining to the actualization of human potential and

explanations of how to achievOthem. These objectives and explana

tions ark/ derived from a coherent body of theory that has been

deductively generated from a philosophical base and inductively

valida/ed to whatever extent possible by findings from empirical

research.

The Philosophy Underlying the Model:

Defines man as a spiritual as well as a material being.;

Explains his reality in terms of the process of his
becoming (actualization of potentiality) and recognizes
that the concept of process presupposes both creativity
and pOtentiality; ... 4

Proposes that, because of Man's'ability to create 'further
potential (a'formtof transcendencd)
tive effects of learning and culturq (a refl ction of
immanence), hip potentiality be regArded as infinite;

Derives the explanation of the procegs of becoming from
sh,general ontological principle of relativity (t.e., man's
relatedness to all other entities in the univeese and
the impossibility of,understanding any being apart from
the circumstances in which it becomes);

Accepts the pririciple of hierarchical structuring as
primary expression of ord

Defines tile basic order

different bkerarchical

and beauty in the universe;
' 1

of the universe in terms of
arranged ontological levels

and places an at the apex-of all living creatures;

00024
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2

Conceives of order as dynamic in nature
perpetAllyemerges from new integration of prior entities)

.
and uphOlds tAe thesis that man escapes'the limitations of
mere materiality by virtue of his Nifty to direct...the
process of his own becoming -- patterning the use or
,energy available to him -- -by consciously entertaining the -

infinite range of possibilities (potentialities),open-to him;
4 I,

Identifies the process of- becoming With an intrinsic

pressure tc43-315V and to love which impels conscious specu-
.

. lation about; and attraction
.

to, unknoWns and ultimate
unknawables%(in themselves forms of potentialities) and'
man's relationship to them;

.
, . %

. ..
.

!

defines man;se:siAritualitYssas the.conscious capacity '

(1) to formulate and/or'resPona to non-actdale&lities
(ideals, aims, puipcises, theories) as a consequence of such
speCulation and attraction, (2) to'gccept them (ideals or
theories) as substitutes for or manifestations of the
unknowns /unknowables, and (3) to give diem symbolic
expression which helps to guide or give direction to the

;translation of potentiality into' actuality, thereby ,

facilitating their functioning as final cause;.

Accepts the realization of beaUty as'the teleology af the
iniverse and equates the a,elf- actualization of potentiality

in'service of beaUty (knociing and loving the ultimate ub-
knowns f.underlying the ordering of the universe) As the

highest expression pf that teleology.

The body of theory derived from the philosophy includes theciries of

Vie

(
evaluation,
--av

development, cur culum, pedagogy, administration, and evaluation, eadh of
)

4

whicivis bzieflyoutlined below. ,
i

. i

4 ,

' The Theory of Development:

I

noines development as the translation'of potentiality into
actuality and equates that translation with creativity;

.elee

Describes the nature of human potential andrecognizes the
impossibility of establishing its finitude;

Establishes two broad categories of potentialities
biological and psychological;

0025
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Iddntifies prOetnutrition as the:,essehtial element in
the deVeInpmint of biological.potentialities .and learning
as the keytecta ih the, release of fmychological pbten-

Affirms the iffiportance of early

sequent ddVelopmentalghenomena
hubristic value of v concepts
periods, stages and sequences;

P' t.
;Stresses .thel6impdx4nce leer" _g how to,leern (learning 4:14,

1,competence)tas the ultimate sourc of independence and

cOnfidence;-; t

.

experience in shaping sub-
and enunciates the
of critilChl oesensitive ,

'Ddfines felrnin% competence as the conscious abilit
differentiatdaspictS de experience, integrate theili nto.,

novel patterns, and generalize them to other situations
and sets forth thpfropoSition that, differentiation, .
integration and generalizatioh constitute'a trio of
interrelated proceSTes,that defines a developmental unit'.,
of change -- a stage, sequences of stages'bdiug the
primary means by whichipereasing complexity of function
40 structure is built up. and integrated. throughhier-
archicai organization),;

'4.

.

.
, . '

.

Establishes flvd categgries of psycpologicil.gOtentialities--
psycho-motOri\perceptual, cognitive, affective, and Volf.-.

tional4 , %,i .

, ft.
:.:' ., ,

. .,'
. .-

Confirms interaction with the environment as. Ehe means' .

by which development is sustained;
.

e "

k.

. L

Accounts for_ the importance -of the perpe tUal introduction.qf '*
,.

some,novelt,into,the environment as a priblary raw of
! .

..

creating disequilibrimurlor disparity) between developmental .

level and experience thereby'compellinenew Agtterns of 4-- ..,

interaction whichin4turn ffacilitaEes,,the' actualiiation of . .';'...7.

:0,.

.

psychplogical potentialities% . . ") %,,

Categorizes interactions in terms of their power to retili=

tate the deVelopment of learning competence and4the
,mtintenance of biological integrity; .

Flies. three basic categories of environment (physical, human,
and the unknown). consistent with thii Ontological levels

-outlined in the philosophy. and establishes the Self (personal..
identity) as the micro- cosmic reflection of the three pnviron-L

.
ments and the most constant part Of-the environment,it'

experiences;

.
0

l ,
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Explains the emergence of personal identify (character
development) .in terms of value forilation and defines
values as the relatively enduring structurings of
actualized potentialities (patterned uses of energy'

available to the;organism);

Explains how.information about the environments, held as
beliefs, affects the structuring; '. . . .

u7
,

Identifies developmental universals .which provide a frame-
work for.the planning and implementation of educational
programs cross culturally;

,eldentifies three value sub-systems erial, social, and
religious/aesthetic) each of which is-associated7with a
categoty'S-4 the three.basit.environments;

4.

F.

Explains three analdgous higher-or r,competencies (techno-
' loOcal, moral and spiritual/philoso hical) which rest on

the value sub - subsystems;

Defi,ries the structural and functional reality of personal
identity--the "Self--as the three value systems combined into
,acm integratedtotality on which depends the

an
personal/c.

effectance of the self--'6elfLcompetence', analogous y
-defined as the combination of_the higher-order competenties;

Explicates the r&lationship between culture and personallty
formation, particularly as ft is transmitted by parents and
the family;

Provides a general scheme for understanding the nature of
pathology and its etiology (both biological awYpsychological)
sets forth, conditions for the prevention of mental
illness, Character di4orders, delinquency, and,triminalfty,
and is generative of testable propositions concerning therapy
and rehebilitation,.

(

-.The Theory of Curriculum:

Defines curriculum in terms. of educational goals and what'
Children do (with or without the assistance of teachers) to
achieve them;.

Fixes the overarching goal of educationoa6 actualization
of human potentialities andheirestructuring into identity
arouhd 'those ideals which guarantee survival and perpetually
improve it$ quality;

Differentiates the main goal into process goals and
'content goals;

WM'
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Identifies ttaocategories of process goals:(1)
development of biological potentialities (facilitation

0
of normal maturational'processes).and (2) actualizationl,

of\i? chological potentialities (psycho - motor,perceptual,

'co tpe, affective and ,volitional);

Specifies two categories of content -goals analogous to the
rocesasgoals:' (1) requisites for physical health 4 -

(proper nutrition, pure water, clean air, sunlight,
optimum temperature,.ete.) and (2) informaaon:about the
world in which we live organized around the chtegoties of
the three basic environments (e.g.,. physidal/botanical/
zoological/anthropological, and theological/philosophical,
facts and/or beliefs and their appliied counterparts, e.g.,

' electronic engineering, agriculture, medicine, etc.) and t
information about the Self as an integrated microcosmic
reflection of the other three environments;

4

Emphasizes the need for an means whereby process may be
used to reduce error in the information.(cadtent) assimila-

o ted and how accumulated content may be appliedto'rafider-,
process more efficient;

Accounts for the kinds of interactionsia dni musuthav&
with the different environments in order to J.eve the

process and content goals which results in an ntegrated,
Self characterizedby values (patterned uses of energy-- -`A

actualized potential)and related competenciei thanot
only guarantee the continual release of-potentialities but
also improve the quality of survival;'

Identifies three:basic symbol systems which help to mediate
r facilitate interaction with the three different.basic
,environments and give direction to the structuring of c

actualizing potentiality: .mathematics and symbolic logic,
language (speech, reading, writing), the arts;

Indicates the role of evaluation ie relating the degree of
goal achievement to plartictilar interactions prescribed, en-
couraged or permitted. \

The Theory of. Pedagogy:

Defines teaching as arfanging environments and guiding the
Child's interaction.with them for the purpose of achieving
tie educational objectives specified by the curridulum;

Vieys eduCat al facilities as a particular case of arranging
-

alvenviron nt and establishes the process by which speci-
_fications or facilitiA are derived from the total body of

An a Theory;

`Ar
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Affirms the'necessity of individual iAng instruction and
-provides the means for doing so b (1) establishing
diagnostic and speculative methods fotascertaining the
child's developmental status and (2) setting forth related
.prescriptive and experiMental approaches to arranging
itivironments and guiding interaction so that the
experience provided "matcheit! the developmental status
of the child on,any given dimension pertinent to any
plarticularaducationll objective specified by/the
curriculum;

Defines the "match" as optimal disparity (appropriate'
novelty) between internalschemata(structures'whose
functioning reflects developmental status anti the activity

Or learning experience to. be engavyl in;

Explaina, the improvisational nature of teaching (arranging-
environments and guiding the child's interactions with
them) in terms ofthe ability to' apply theory in any
situation at any time for the'purpose of achieving curri-
culum goals'

.

Designates the planned introduction of appropriate novelty
at an optimal rate for each Child' as an essential obli-
gation of sound pedagogy;

Identifies ,curiosity as the primfry manifestation of the
tension .inherent in optimal disparitY "and regards it as one
important'sourde of intrinsic motivation to 6e *fostered by
teachers';

Acknowledges that much of the 'behavioraf the human
organism is modified'in directions related to the consequences
or anticipated consequences of its actions evaluated in
terms of its subjective aim (thereby accounting for the
phenomen8h.bf "conditioning" within the broader context
of organismic (philosophy);

Exploits the pedagogical adSantages to be gained by /

treating those consequences as cases ofarranging environ-
ments and/orguiding interaction;.

c. 4

Stresses the importance of providing evaluative.feedback ,

of 'an explanatory nature on performance- at the time of
performance;

Suggests a grading and record-keeping system consistent with
the - achievement of, curriculum objectives;

I
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Recognizes the powerful influence of the teacher as
model, a proposition from which critgria for the se1ctiOn
of teachers, for determining the effectiveness of their
preparation, and for their certification are derived;

*OA

Makes provision: (1) for ,die coordination of staffing
patterns and teaching activities /Including parental involve-
ment) so that children have several adGIts who know them
well to assist.them at any one time, (2) for continuity of
experience with several adult teachers'over a three or.: four
year period of time, and (3) for more-experienced children
to teach less experienced children' throughout the system,
thereby exploiting the axiom that teaching consolidates
learning.

The Theory of Administration:

Defines administration is_ tms of service qualified by the
purposes and goals'of the group or educational institution
as specified'in the theory of ciirrici2lum--a service that
explicitly calls for' administrators to have extensive
knowledge about the goals and how they are to be achieved
so that they can be both helpful and credible (and
therefore not an eMbarassment as models);

Identifies two basic functions of administration which must
remain,in dynamic equilibrium: leaaership and management-7-
the,former arising from dealing with the present in terms
of,future possibilities (an expression of transcendence) and-' .

the latter having roots in negotiating the preent by
organising and coordinating the resources represented by'
past achievements, accumulated knowledge, and expertise
(immanence as the heritage of the past);

Explicates the necessity for leadership and management to
collaborate in the establishment of priorities, asse4.iing
needs, identifying resources, determining feasibility,
and allocating resources to achieve,objectives ai effi-

\ciently as possible;

'Provides the rationale for defining tasks to be achieved
by the educational institution so that personnel may be
recruited on a rational basis and the staff can be differ-
entiated (matching talents, interests,,abilities and skills
with institutional needs) and integrated around purpose;

4 A

Explains how differentiation and integration of the staff
0 around purpose functions as the primary means of releasing

--- the institution's potentialities as a social organisM;
0-

I'
4

a
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Recognizes the unifying advantages of hierarchical adminis-
trative structures while.guarding againsetheir potentiaL
rigidities by, establishing consultation as an indispensable
procedure through which' arbitrariness is remOvgd-from
decision-making power by distributing it throughout the
system st loci of authority legitimatized by expertise
and knowledge;

Stresses the importance,of information dissemination both
Obrizon,ally and vertically and relates the rate of informa-
tion fig, to efficiency and morale;

Affirms the necessity for direct feedback on performance and
endorses'a cl.rcumscribed counselling function as an important
element in performance evaluation;

Emphasizes the rational,basis for institutional self-renewal
by making the results of research and evaluation mandatory
input to the decision=making process at any given leyel;

Affirms the importance of morale and defines it as: a

pervasive willingness to comply with reasonable policy, to
work cooperatively. and make sacrifices when the system is
under stress; a wide-spread conviction that everyone's
-energy is-constructively utilized in the achievement of the
shared purposes and ideals of the systempurposes and

.ideals -which themselves relate to the perpetual release of the
potentialities of the group as a social organism and which
generate a climate of hope and opportunity for growth;
satisfaction with the compensation received for efforts made;
a sense of security that derives from trust that confidences
will not be broken,or injustices committed; and, a sense of
unity and belonging that derives from the acknowledgement and
appreciation of contributions made;

Reflects th' ontological principle of relativity in its
emphasiS on the participation of community and ,home so that
the children are rescued from the fragmenting discontinuities
and conflicting loyalties that impair the release of their
potentialities;

The theory of Evaluation: '

Defines evaluationlin terms of the purpose of the activity
or program being evaluated;

Seeks to relate .means to ends, distinguishing efficient
from final causes;

00031
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Conceptualizes evaluation as an o
examines every aspect of program
cess and,product or impact) and pr
for its timely modification, inclu
evaluation scheme itself;

-going process which
eration (including pro-
vides immediate feedback
ing modification of the

Vcognizes that data collected rarefy speak for themgelves,
but require interpretation which t es into account (1) the ,
probable accuracy and weight or sig ificance of data as deter-
mined by the type of data, their so rce and the time and_
means of collection, and (2) the pu ose for which the data
a44 their interpretation is to be u ed queition of
relevance);

Stresses the value of longitudinal s udies and cautions
against the ready acceptance of shor -term effects as proof
of significant impact;

Designates comparative. analysis of cht dren's interactions
with particular environments and their developmental con-
sequences as the focal point of inqui

Affirms the indispensability of recognizIng internal states
-of the organism (such as subjective aim,mtentiona, or
memory) as causal influences on behavior;

5

Admits the ineffability of many vital aspects, of human
experience (thereby avoiding possiblelinadvertent biases
proceding from an unrecognized assumption that whatever is
not measurable is not important);

.

Alliei the pufpose of evaluation with the heuristic, ex-.
planatory, and. predictive functions .of research and science;

Employs evaluation results as...an important stimulus to the
ra-examination and refidement'of the philosophy underlying
theinodel and the body of theory. on wiqich.its operationali-
zation depends.

ir-,
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